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Abstract: Multivariable time series prediction has been widely studied in power energy, aerology,

meteorology, finance, transportation, etc. Traditional modeling methods have complex patterns

and are inefficient to capture long-term multivariate dependencies of data for desired forecasting

accuracy. To address such concerns, various deep learning models based on Recurrent Neural

Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) methods are proposed. To improve

the prediction accuracy and minimize the multivariate time series data dependence for aperiodic

data, in this article, Beijing PM2.5 and ISO-NE Dataset are analyzed by a novel Multivariate

Temporal Convolution Network (M-TCN) model. In this model, multi-variable time series prediction

is constructed as a sequence-to-sequence scenario for non-periodic datasets. The multichannel

residual blocks in parallel with asymmetric structure based on deep convolution neural network is

proposed. The results are compared with rich competitive algorithms of long short term memory

(LSTM), convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM), Temporal Convolution Network (TCN) and Multivariate

Attention LSTM-FCN (MALSTM-FCN), which indicate significant improvement of prediction

accuracy, robust and generalization of our model.

Keywords: deep learning; multivariate time series forecasting; multivariate temporal convolutional

network

1. Introduction

With the explosive growth of Internet of Things (IoT) applications and big data, multivariate

time series is becoming ubiquitous in many fields, e.g., aerology [1], meteorology [2], environment [3],

multimedia [4], power energy [5], finance [6], and transportation [7]. The precise trend forecasting,

as well as for potential hazardous events, based on historical dynamical data are a major challenge,

especially for aperiodic multivariate time series. One of the crucial reasons is aperiodic and nonlinearity

among variables, which is incapable by models to capture and have self-adaption of the complex

data features. Traditional methods such as Autoregressive (AR) [8] models and Gaussian Process

(GP) [9] may fail. As an important part of the field of artificial intelligence, deep neural networks

(DNNs) provide state-of-the-art accuracy on many tasks [10] and has been developed intensively

in natural language processing (NLP), computer vision (CV), time series classifications and time

series forecasting.

Enlightened by algorithms used in NLP (i.e., Sequence to Sequence [11,12] and Attention

mechanism) and CV (i.e., Dilated convolution network [13] and residual structure [14]), in this paper,

the M-TCN model is proposed for aperiodic multivariate time-series prediction, which constructs
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the aperiodic data as sequence-to-sequence and a novel multichannel and asymmetric residual

blocks network. The model is cross validated by a rich set of existing competitive models with

an aperiodic time series dataset. The reminder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews

the background work. Section 3 presents the methodology of the proposed model. In Section 4,

the experiment is analyzed and discussed. Finally, conclusions and outlook are drawn in Section 5.

2. Background

One of the major challenges of multivariate time series forecasting is nonlinearity and aperiodic

of data originated by short-term and long-term dynamical behavior. Various models have been

established based on classical statistic methods or machine learning algorithms.

The prominent classical univariate time series model is Autoregressive (AR) with classical statistic

algorithms, as well as its progeny. The AR method is well used to stationary time series. The improved

models, such as autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [15], autoregressive moving

average (ARMA) [16], and vector auto-regression (VAR) [17], were developed by including flexible

exponential smoothing techniques. However, for long-term temporal patterns, these models are

inevitably prone to overfitting and high computational cost, especially for high-dimensional inputs.

Alternative methods by treating the time series forecasting problems as general regression

with time-varying parameters were applied by machine learning models, e.g., linear support vector

regression (SVR) [18], random forest [19], ridge regression [20] and LASSO [21] models. Those models

are practically more efficient due to high quality off-the-shelf solutions in machine learning community.

Still, machine learning based models may be incapable of including complex nonlinearity dependences

of multivariate large datasets.

Meanwhile, the well-built deep neural networks of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have been widely applied in time series forecasting, which

are attributed to the open source deep learning frameworks, such as Keras (Keras, available online:

https://keras.io), TensorFlow (TensorFlow, available online: https://tensorflow.org) and PyTorch

(PyTorch, available online: https://pytorch.org), including flexible and sophisticated mathematical

libraries. Some representative models are long short-term memory (LSTM) [22] and its inheritors,

convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) [23] and Multivariate Attention LSTM-FCN (MALSTM-FCN) [24],

which overcome the challenges involved in training a recurrent neural network for a mixture of long

and short-term horizons. However, these models are time consuming and non-robust for aperiodic

data forecasting.

Another novel method for time-series forecasting is a hybrid multiscale approach, such as

empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [25], ensemble EMD (EEMD) [26], multi-level wavelet

decomposition network (mWDN) [27] and variational mode decomposition (VMD) [28]. These methods

are used to decompose data into different frequencies’ components to facilitate forecasting. However,

the pre-design decomposition K value is an essential prerequisite as an input of training models, which

is not versatile for complicated multivariate time series prediction.

Recently, a general architecture for a predictive sequences model by convolutional and recurrent

architecture on sequence modeling tasks, the Temporal Convolution Network (TCN) [29], is proposed.

The prominent characteristics of TCNs are casualness in convolution architecture design and sequence

length. In addition, it is also convenient to build a very deep and wide network by a combination of

residual network and extended convolution. Under this background, our model is designed based on

TCN and tested for PM2.5 and electric power forecasting.

For comparison, Table 1 contrasts the advantages and challenges of some common methods for

multivariate time series prediction.

https://keras.io
https://tensorflow.org
https://pytorch.org
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Table 1. Summary of advantages and challenges of time series prediction methods.

Method Advantages Challenges

AUTOREGRESSIVE [8] Simple and efficient for lower order models Nonlinear, multivariable and non-stationary
SVR [18] Nonlinear and high-dimensional Selection of free parameters, NOT suitable for big data
Hybrid VMD and ANN [30] Strong explanatory power of mathematics Pre-processing is complex, poor generalization ability
LSTM [22] mixture of long- and short-term memory Huge computing resource
TCN [29] Large scale parallel computing mitigating the gradient of explosion and

greater flexibility in model structure
Long-term memory
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3. Methodology

In this section, the time series forecasting problem is formulated first. In addition, then the

baseline models, ConvLSTM and Multivariate LSTM FCN are presented to be used as the methods in

our comparative evaluation. Finally, M-TCN model is introduced.

3.1. Sequence Problem Statement

From the nature of machine learning, to minimize the expected error, it requires obtaining an

ideal nonlinear mapping from a historical dataset to a current state, especially for hazard events

forecasting. The prerequisite is to employ enough characteristic parameters to feature the various

phenomena, which makes the current state strictly dependent on the historical dataset. The problem

of multivariable time series prediction is defined as the problem of sequence to sequence in this

paper. Before defining the network structure, more formally, given an input sequence time series

signal X = (x1, x2, · · · , xT) with xt ∈ Rn, where n is the variable dimension, we aim at predicting

corresponding outputs Y = (y1, y2, · · · , yh) at each time. The target of sequence modeling network is

to obtain a nonlinear mapping to the prediction sequence from the current state as:

(y1, y2, · · · , yh) = f (x1, x2, · · · , xT) . (1)

3.2. Baseline Test

To build a baseline test benchmark, the traditional models, naive forecast, average approach

forecast and seasonal persistent forecast models are included for a cross evaluation.

Naive forecast model: It takes the value from the last hour prior to the forecast period (e.g., 24 h)

and uses it as the value of a dataset for each hour in the forecast period (e.g., 1 to 24 h). Using the naive

approach, forecasts are produced that are equal to the last observed value. This model is defined as:

ŷT+1 = yT , (2)

where yT is the past data, and ŷT+1 is the next time value.

Average approach forecast model: In this model, the predictions of all future values are equal

to the mean of the past data. This method can be used for any type of data available in the past and

defined as:

ŷT+1 = y = (y1 + . . . + yT) /T, (3)

where (y1, y2, · · · , yT) is the past data, and ŷT+1 is the next time predicted value.

Seasonal persistent forecast model: It defines the same time period a year ago as the predicted

value. This method accounts for seasonality by setting each prediction to be equal to the last observed

value of the same season. This model is defined as:

ŷT+1 = yT−Y, (4)

where yT−Y is the past data, and ŷT+1 is the next time predicted value.

3.3. ConvLSTM Encoder–Decoder Model

A convolutional LSTM (ConvLSTM) encoder–decoder network is built in this work, which

reconstructs the input sequence and predicts the future sequence simultaneously. The ConvLSTM

input layer is designed to be a 4D tensor [timestep, row, column, channel], where timestep is the number

of subsequences, row is the one-dimensional shape of each subsequence, column is the hours in each

subsequence and channel is the features that we are working with as input. The encoding ConvLSTM

compresses the whole input sequence into a hidden state tensor and the decoding LSTM unfolds this

hidden state to give the final prediction. An overview of the ConvLSTM is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An overview of the ConvLSTM Encoder–Decoder network (ConvLSTM).

Multivariate ALSTM Fully Convolutional Networks models are comprised of temporal

convolutional blocks and an LSTM block, as depicted in Figure 2. The feature extractor consists of

three stacked temporal convolutional blocks. In addition, the first two convolutional blocks conclude

with a squeeze and excite block.
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Figure 2. Modified multivariate attention LSTM-FCN (MALSTM-FCN) network structure for time

series forecasting.

We consider this model structure as a parallel structure of CNN (temporal convolutional blocks)

and RNN (LSTM block). In order to study the regression problem, the final softmax layer used for

classification is changed to a fully connected layer with 24 nodes.

3.4. M-TCN Model

The main characteristic of CNN is a local feature by convolving filters. For time series forecasting,

the local correlation is reflected in the continuous change over a period of time within a small time slot.

In addition, RNN models, such as LSTM, have always been considered as the best standard method

to solve sequence problems; however, RNNs cannot be parallel, resulting in huge time-consumption

compared to that of CNN. From those considerations, the overall framework of the model is designed

based on CNN. Our aim is to distill the best practices in designing convolutional networks to be flexible

and stable frameworks with a simple architecture and high efficiency for multivariate time series
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forecasting. The distinguishing characteristics of M-TCN are: (1) the input and output lengths of our

network could be determined to be flexible for various scenarios; (2) M-TCN uses the 1D convolution

instead of causal convolutions; (3) M-TCN augmented with two different asymmetric residual blocks;

(4) M-TCN constructs a sub-model for each feature of input data, and the prediction is accomplished by

a combination of all sub-models. We call this typical structure a multihead model. In this work, what

we emphasize is the methodology on how to build effective networks (i.e., Multihead model) using

a combination of network (augmented with two different residual blocks) and dilated convolutions.

The following are details of the network structure.

3.4.1. 1D Convolutions

TCN uses causal convolutions, where an output at time t is convolved only with elements from

time t and earlier in the previous layer. In Figure 3, causal convolution is used to assume that all

data must have a one-to-one causal relationship in chronological order. Given an input sequence

time series signal X = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) with xt ∈ Rn where n is the variable dimension, xt does not

strict causality in chronological order. While x1 and x5 may have a direct logical connection, causal

convolution will make the relationship between x1 and x5 affected by x2, x3, x4. This design was

limited by the absolute order of time-series and inefficient for accurate characteristics learning at a

relative time. Thus, in our model, only a 1D convolutional network is adopted to avoid this situation.

Output

Hidden 

layer

Input

Hidden 

layer

Hidden 

layer

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

Figure 3. Visualization of a stack of causal convolutional layers.

3.4.2. Dilated Convolutions

The dilated convolutions algorithm [13] is used in our model. Since the traditional convolution

operation process is to convolute the sequence once and then pool, which reduces the size of the

sequence and enlarges the receptive field at the same time. One of the main faults is that some

sequential information will be lost during the pooling process, while the advantage of dilated

convolutions is that they don’t need the pooling process and gradually increase the field of perception

through a series of dilated convolutions, thus leading to the output of each convolution encompasses

rich information for long-term tracking. Thus, the dilated convolutions could be well applied in the

problem of long information dependence of sequence, such as voice and signal processing, environment

forecasting, etc. Dilated convolution is defined as

F(s) = (x ∗d f ) (s) =
k−1

∑
i=0

f (i) · xs−d·i, (5)

where d is the dilation factor, k is the filter size, and s − d · i accounts for the direction of the past.

A filter f : {0, . . . , k − 1} → N. Figure 4 depicts dilated 1D convolutions for dilations 1, 2 and 4.
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d = 1 d = 2 d = 4

Figure 4. Visualization of 1D convolutions with different dilation factors.

3.4.3. Residual Block

A novel structure is designed by a multilayer and sequential residual network and parallel residual

blocks. The core of ResNet [14] is to create a shortcut for information dissemination in front and

back layers. A basic Residual block is used in the TCN network; however, the jump connection in

ResNet, resulting in only a small number of residual blocks’ learning useful information, and thus

the basic residual block structure is not adapted for time series prediction. An alternative way is to

increase the convolution kernel size for a better prediction; however, the computational load increases

sharply. In [31], an asymmetric block structures were introduced both for MobileNetV3-Large and

MobileNetV3-Small. By this way, asymmetric factors will be generated in the whole network structure

and may make a positive impact on the in-depth learning models. The optimal asymmetric structure

needs Neural Architecture Search(NAS) [32,33]; however, it is computationally expensive. In a more

direct way, two asymmetric residual blocks in parallel are constructed. The architectural elements in

our model are shown in Figure 5.

Dilated Conv1D Dilated Conv1D

ReLU ReLU

Input

Output

Input

Unit

Unit

Unit

Output

1×1 Conv1D

(optional)

Input

Unit

Unit

Unit

Output

1×1 Conv1D

(optional)

Unit

Unit Residual Block 1 Residual Block 2

Figure 5. Residual Block in our network. (left) details of the Unit architecture. (middle) Residual

Block 1; (right) Residual Block 2.

The Unit for our model is shown in Figure 5 (left). The Unit has two channels. Each channel

has dilated convolution and nonlinearity, for which we used the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [34].

The residual block 1 is shown in Figure 5 (middle). Within a residual block, the model has three units.

The output is the sum of the results of two channel operations. The residual block 2 is shown in

Figure 5 (right), which has the same basic structure as residual block 1, but one more unit layer is

implemented. To be more precise, a dilated convolution with different dilation factors and filter size

k = 3 are constructed both for residual blocks. In addition, an optional 1 × 1 convolution is introduced

to adjust the dimensions of different feature maps (see Figure 5 (middle, right)) for summation.

The Unit takes the same input with two different convolutions, and then adds up the results.

The convolutional layer consists of multiple kernels with different sizes. The k-th filter sweeps through

the input data X, which can be formulated as:

ReLU(x) = max(0, x), (6)
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h1k = ReLU (W k ∗ X + bk) , (7)

h2k = ReLU (W k ∗ X + bk) , (8)

hk = h1k + h2k, (9)

where h1k is the result of channel 1, h2k is the result of channel 2, and hk is result of unit. * stands for a

convolutional operation.

A residual block contains a channel, which passes through a series of conversion functions F ,

and the final output is added to the input X of the block:

o = (x +F (x)). (10)

3.4.4. Fully Connected Layers

Fully connected layers can be replaced by global average pooling (GAP) for better efficiency and

accuracy in image recognition tasks. However, fully connected layers are essential in prediction tasks

and can easily change the length of the output sequence. Formally, a statistic z ∈ RC is generated by

shrinking X through its spatial dimensions H × W, such that the output z is calculated by:

z = GAP (xc) =
1

H × W

H

∑
i=1

W

∑
j=1

xc(i, j). (11)

The whole spatial feature on a channel is averaged as a global feature. Each feature map is averaged

into one value, thus the local information of the whole feature value is lost, which has a negative

impact on the prediction problem.

The full connection layer is shown in Figure 6, which not only establishes the position relationship

between feature maps, but also retains the internal feature information of the same feature map.

This will have a beneficial impact on the prediction problem. The disadvantage is that the parameters

are greatly increased.

feature maps

Fully 

connected 

layers

Figure 6. Relation between full connection layers and feature maps.

3.4.5. Multi-Head Model

The model is further extended so that each input variable has a separate sub-model, named after

a multi-headed model. This sub-model for each input variable has to be defined first. Each sub-model

learns the information with different features in the sequence separately. In addition, the outputs

of those models are then combined in series to form a very long vector, which is interpreted by

some fully connected layers before the prediction is made. An overview of multi-head temporal

convolutional network (M-TCN) architecture is shown in Figure 7. To provide more detail, an overview

of convolutions is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. An overview of the M-TCN network.
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Figure 8. An overview of convolutions.

3.5. Training Procedure

The training procedure can be described as Algorithm 1.

Meaning represented by each parameter. min−lr: minimum learning rate; initial−lr: initial

learning rate; factor: factor by which the learning rate will be reduced; wait: number of epochs with no

improvement after which learning rate will be reduced; new−lr: new learning rate; epoch: number of

epochs to train the model; best−score: minimum RMSE.
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Algorithm 1: Training procedure.

1: min−lr = 1e-4; epoch = 200; initial−lr = initial−lr

2: factor

3: for n < epoch do

4: wait += 1

5: if best−score > RMSE

6: best−score = RMSE

7: save model

8: if wait >= 10

9: if initial−lr > min−lr

10: min−lr = initial−lr × factor

11: new−lr = max(new−lr, min−lr)

12: wait = 0

4. Experiments

In this section, we first describe two datasets for empirical studies. All of the data are available

online. Then, the parameter settings of model and evaluation metrics are introduced in our studies.

Finally, the proposed M-TCN model against different baseline models is compared.

4.1. Datasets

Two benchmark datasets are used which are publicly available. Table 2 summarizes the

corpus statistics.

Beijing PM2.5 Dataset (available online: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Beijing+PM2.

5+Data): It contains hourly PM2.5 data and the associated meteorological data in Beijing, China.

The exogenous time series include dew point, temperature, and atmospheric pressure, combined

wind direction, cumulated wind speed, hours of snow, and hours of rain. In total, we have 43,824

multivariable sequences. For this dataset, the hourly PM2.5 data are used as a predictive value.

ISO-NE Dataset (available online: https://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-

demand): The time range of the dataset is between March 2003 and December 2014. The ISO-NE

Dataset includes hourly demand, prices, weather data and system load. The dataset contains two

variables, which are hourly electricity demand in MW and dry-bulb temperature in ◦F. For this dataset,

the hourly electricity demand is used as a predictive value.

Table 2. Dataset statistics.

Datasets Length of Time Series Total Number of Variables Sample Rate

ISO-NE 103,776 2 1 h
Beijing PM2.5 43,824 8 1 h

In our experiments, ISO-NE datasets have been split into training set (from 1 March 2003 to

31 December 2012), valid set (the whole year of 2013) and test set (the whole year of 2014) in a

chronological order. In addition, the Beijing PM2.5 Dataset has been split into a training set (from

January 2, 2010 to December 31, 2012), valid set (the whole year of 2013) and test set (the whole year of

2014) in a chronological order.

4.2. Data Processing

According to the characteristics of each dataset, it is necessary to preprocess the data. Each of the

datasets is normalized with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

For the Beijing PM2.5 Dataset, PM2.5 is NA in the first 24 h. We will, therefore, need to remove

the first row of data. There are also a few scattered “NA” values later in the dataset, and we use zero

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Beijing+PM2.5+Data
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Beijing+PM2.5+Data
https://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-demand
https://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-demand
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to fill in missing values. The wind speed feature is label encoded (integer encoded). We apply the new

dataset to every algorithm in later experiments.

4.3. Evaluation Criteria

Three evaluation metrics, root mean squared error (RMSE), root relative squared error (RRSE)

and empirical correlation coefficient (CORR) for multivariate forecasting, are used and defined as:

RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N

∑
i=1

(

yi
t − ŷi

t

)2
, (12)

RRSE =

√

∑(i,t)∈ΩTest
(Yit − Ŷit)2

√

∑(i,t)∈ΩTest
(Yit − mean(Y))2

, (13)

CORR =
1

n

n

∑
i=1

∑t(Yit − mean(Yi))(Ŷit − mean(Ŷi))
√

∑t(Yit − mean(Yi))2(Ŷit − mean(Ŷi))2
, (14)

where Y, Ŷ ∈ Rn×T are ground value and system prediction value, respectively, and Ω Test is the set

of time stamps used for testing. For RMSE and RRSE, the lower value is better, while, for CORR,

the higher value is better for evaluation.

4.4. Walk-Forward Validation

In the test set, the Walk-Forward Validation method is adopted, but the model is not updated.

In this case, a model is needed to predict a period of time, and then the actual data of the current

period is provided to the model, so that it can be used as the basis for the prediction of subsequent

periods. This is not only applicable to the way the model is used in practice, but also conducive to the

model using the best available data.

In the experiment, the output length is set to 24. For multi-step prediction problems, we evaluate

each prediction time step separately. Table 3 summarizes the actual value and predicted value. Models

can be trained and evaluated as follows.

Step 1: Starting at the beginning of the test set, the last set of observations in the training set is used as

input of the model to predict the next set of data (the first set of true values in the validation set).

Step 2: The model makes a prediction for the next time step.

Step 3: Get real observation and add to history for predicting the next time.

Step 4: The prediction is stored and evaluated against the real observation.

Step 5: Go to step 1.

Table 3. Dataset Statistics, where h is hour, d is day.

Input (Actual Value) Output (Predicted Value)

Current 24 h Next, 24 h
1d 1 h–1 d 24 h 2 d 1 h–2 d 24 h
2d 1 h–1 d 24 h 3 d 1 h–2 d 24 h
. . . . . .

4.5. Experimental Details

To be more specific, most models chose input length from {24, 72, 168}, and the batch size is set to

100. The mean squared error is the default loss function for forecasting tasks. Adam [35] is adopted as

optimization strategy, with an initial learning rate set to 0.001. In addition, the learning rate is reduced
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by a factor of every 10 epochs of no improvement in the validation score, until the final learning rate

was reached.

For the LSTM model, a single hidden layer with {50, 100, 200} units is defined. The number of

units in the hidden layer is unrelated to the number of time steps in the input sequences. Finally, an

output layer will directly predict a vector with 24 elements, one for each hour in the output sequence.

SGD [36] is adopted as an optimizer. The learning rate is set to 0.05 with a reduction rate by a factor

of 0.3.

In the ConvLSTM Encoder–Decoder model, input data have the shape of [timestep, row, column,

channel]. Timestep is chosen from {1, 3, 7}. Row is set to 1. Column is chosen from {24, 72, 168}. Channel

is chosen from {2, 8}. SGD is adopted as the optimization algorithm. The learning rate is set as the

same in LSTM. For this network, the 1-layer network contains one ConvLSTM layer with 64 hidden

states, the 2-layer network contains one ConvLSTM layer with 128 hidden states, and the 3-layer

network has 200 hidden states in the LSTM layers. All the input-to-state and state-to-state kernels are

of size 1 × 3.

For the MALSTM-FCN network, the optimal number of LSTM hidden states for each dataset was

found via grid search over {8, 50, 100, 200}. The FCN block is comprised of three blocks of 128-256-128

filters. The models are trained using a batch size of 128. The convolution kernels are initialized

following the work of [24].

For the TCN network, the optimal number of hidden units per layer for each dataset was found

via grid search over {30, 50, 100}. The convolution kernels are of size 1 × 3.

In our M-TCN model, Adam is adopted as an optimization strategy with an initial learning rate

set to 0.001(ISO-NE Dataset), while, for Beijing PM2.5, SGD is adopted as an optimization strategy

with an initial learning rate set to 0.05.

The implementations of M-TCN are built based on Keras library with the Tensorflow backend.

We run all the experiments on a computer with a single NVIDIA 1080 GPU (Santa Clara, CA , USA).

4.6. Experimental Results

Table 4 summarizes the results on multivariate testing sets in the metrics RMSE, RRSE and CORR

across all forecast hours. The output sequence length is set to 24, which means that the horizons were

set from the 1st hour to the 24th hour for forecasting over the Beijing PM2.5 and ISO-NE Electricity

data. In the time series forecasting, larger horizons shall make the prediction harder. Thus, our

experiments give a detailed analysis of the results in this large horizon. The best results for each data

and metric pair are highlighted in bold. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the models, the results are

compared with three baseline methods by the Naive, Average and Seasonal persistent model, as well

as four competitive algorithms of LSTM, ConvLSTM, TCN and MALSTM-FCN. For RMSE and RRSE,

the lower value is better, while the higher value is better for CORR. Overall performance of neural

network based models is better than traditional methods. The performance of M-TCN is comparable

with LSTM and MALSTM-FCN and outperforms both of them by about 10%∼20% for both datasets.

Furthermore, the ConvLSTM model has weak generalization ability, and its prediction ability varies

greatly on different datasets.

Figure 9 presents the results on RMSE for both datasets at a larger horizon from the 1st hour to

the 24th hour. It is obvious that M-TCN is better than others and RRSE maintains a steady increase

without obvious fluctuation in the long-term forecasting period.
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Table 4. Results summary (in RMSE, RSE and CORR) of all methods with two datasets.

Methods Metrics Beijing PM2.5 Dataset ISO-NE Dataset

Length = 24 Length = 24
Naive RMSE 80.55 2823.35

RRSE 0.8608 1.0526
CORR 0.6736 0.5330

Average RMSE 87.89 2363.07
RRSE 0.9393 0.8810
CORR 0.4972 0.4885

Seasonal Persistent RMSE 123.45 1654.38
RRSE 1.3193 0.6168
CORR 0.1722 0.8314

LSTM RMSE 68.07 783.90
RRSE 0.7275 0.2923
CORR 0.6877 0.9573

ConvLSTM RMSE 82.32 687.17
RRSE 0.8798 0.2562
CORR 0.4873 0.9670

TCN RMSE 112.35 720.12
RRSE 1.1453 0.2685
CORR 0.0075 0.9636

MALSTM-FCN RMSE 71.54 680.95
RRSE 0.7646 0.2539
CORR 0.6463 0.9677

M-TCN RMSE 65.35 648.48
RRSE 0.6984 0.2418
CORR 0.7163 0.9707

Figure 9. The RMSE for each lead time from hour 1 to hour 24 vs. different algorithms over Beijing

PM2.5 (left) and ISO-NE Dataset Dataset (right).

4.7. Spectrum Analysis

In order to further study the performance of the model, we analyzed the spectrum of the test set

and the prediction data. Spectrum refers to the representation of a time domain signal in frequency

domain, which can be used for discrete Fourier transform of sequence data. Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT) of k points are computed as:

X(k) = DFT[X(n)] =
N−1

∑
n=0

X(n)Wnk (0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1), (15)

W = e−j( 2π

N ), (16)
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where X(k) is the time series.

More detailed calculations include:

X (k f1) = DFT [x (nTs)] =
N−1

∑
n=0

X (nTs) e−j( 2π

N )nk, (17)

f1 =
1

T1
, (18)

Ts =
T1

N
, (19)

where T1 is signal time, f1 is the frequency interval, N is the number of signal sampling, and Ts is the

signal sampling interval time.

The amplitude spectrum analysis of these datasets is performed, so as to check the existence of

repetitive patterns in the datasets. The hourly PM2.5 and ISO-NE data of test set and predictions are

plotted in the frequency domain as shown in Figures 10 and 11 separately, where Freq is the frequency

with a unit of 1/Hour and Am is the amplitude in dB. Sampling frequency is set to 8760 (the same as

test set time variable length). Sampling frequency is set to 8760 (the same as the time variable length

set by the test), which ensures that the frequency and time correspond to each other numerically. Both

figures show that frequency domain is irregular continuous waveform indicating a non-periodic of

PM2.5 and ISO-NE datasets. As can be clearly seen, PM2.5 data have no periodicity, which brings great

errors to accurate prediction. Since the ISO-NE data change regularly from 1 to 1000 h, the prediction

effect is the best.

Figure 10. Amplitude Spectrum of Beijing PM2.5 Dataset. Freq: the hourly data in frequency domain

(1/Hour); Am: the amplitude of data in both datasets.
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Figure 11. Amplitude Spectrum of ISO-NE Dataset. Freq: the hourly data in frequency domain (1/Hour);

Am: the amplitude of data in both datasets.

4.8. Ablation Tests

Furthermore, to demonstrate the efficiency of our model structure, a careful further study is

performed. Specifically, we add each component one at a time in our framework. M-TCN with

different components are defined as follows:

Model/w/BN: The model adds a Batch Normalization (BN) [37] component. In this test, Batch

Normalization was applied to the input of each nonlinearity, in a convolutional way, while keeping

the rest of the architecture constant. Figure 12 (left) describes this model in detail.

Model/r/GAP: In the model, the full connection layer is replaced by the global average pooling.

Figure 12 (right) describes this model in detail.

Dilated Conv1D Dilated Conv1D

ReLU ReLU

Input

Output

Batch 

Normalization

Batch 

Normalization

Input Variable 1

Residual Block 1

Residual Block 2

Residual Block 2

Residual Block 1

Global Average 

Pooling

Figure 12. (left) Model/w/BN: detail architecture of the Unit. (right) Model/r/GAP: the full connection

layer is replaced by the global average pooling.
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The test results measured using RRSE are shown in Figure 13. Comparing the results, we see that,

in both datasets, BN cannot help the network achieve higher accuracy. Adding the BN components in

(Model/w/BN) caused big performance drops on both datasets. All of the components of the M-TCN

model together lead to the robust performance of our approach on the Beijing PM2.5 dataset.

Figure 13. (left) RRSE of models over the Beijing PM2.5 dataset. (right) RRSE of models over the

ISO-NE dataset.

4.9. Model Efficiency

s/epoch denotes the time required for each epoch (in seconds). Boldface indicates the best result.

In Table 5, M-TCN proves to be quite competitive.

Table 5. Model training efficiency.

Methods Beijing PM2.5 Dataset ISO-NE Dataset

s/epoch s/epoch
M-TCN 29 39
LSTM 95 270

ConvLSTM 33 99

5. Conclusions

The multivariate time series forecasting is investigated by introducing a novel M-TCN model, in

order to compare with traditional models and especially deep learning (generic recurrent architectures

such as LSTM; generic convolutional architecture such as TCN; hybrid architectures such as ConvLSTM

and MALSTM-FCN.). In M-TCN, the dilated network is employed as a meta-network and asymmetric

residual blocks are constructed. The proposed approach significantly improved the results in time

series forecasting on benchmark datasets of Beijing PM2.5 and ISO-NE. Our research focuses on the

trade-off between implementation complexity and prediction accuracy. With in-depth analysis and

empirical evidence, the results indicate a prominent efficiency of M-TCN.

For future research, we will focus on the extraction technology based on higher-order statistical

features instead of fully connected layers, which can reduce the parameters of the model and

training time.
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